( F the constant term of l-I 1-
is equal to (al +" • .+a,)!/alt . . . a,! This conjecture was settled by Gunson [8] and Wilson [14] and in 1970, Good [7] gave a short and very elegant proof.
In 1975 Andrews' conjecture generalizes Dyson's since the latter is the ease q = 1 of the former.
An excellent exposition of Andrews' conjecture, as well as of some related conjectures of Macdonald, is given in Morris' [13] thesis. Morris writes: "Independent proofs of Andrews' conjecture for n > 3... would provide many deep examples of multiple basic and ordinary hypergeometric identities, a topic about which little is currently known."
One natural way to try to prove this conjecture was to try to emulate Good and find a difference-equation proof. This is essentially the approach taken by Kadell [9] in his proof of (A) for n = 4. It has not been successful for larger values of n, but the attempt did lead one of us (D.Z.) to a general theory of hypergeometric sums [15] .
Another line of attack, which led to D.Z.'s combinatorial proof of Dyson's conjecture [16] , was to try to employ the beautiful ideas of Foata [4] . This approach failed as well. What finally did work was a synthesis of the Good (difference-equation) approach and of the Foata (combinatorial) approach. If it were not for their ideas this proof would never have come to be. We also benefited from a clever idea of Gessel [6] .
We will prove Andrews' conjecture (A) by proving an equivalent identity,
~., f(K) I-[ 1 (q)a~+...+a,, 1
1.,.,..
:-: (z)
namely where ~ is the set of all matrices K = (k/-j)l~i,i~ n satisfying/q~ = -~i and, for every i, ~'.~= 1/q-j = 0, and f(K) is defined by
f(K) = (-i) ~ k,qr,%(k, + ~)12,
both summations being over all pairs (L ]) for which 1 ~< i <] <~ n. We shall end the introduction by showing that (A) and (Z) are equivalent. An immediate consequence of the q-binomial theorem [10, 1.2.6. ex. 58] is the identity
= ~" (--l)kqk(k+1)IZ(q)a+b y--k (y)o(qy-bb T
where the summation is taken over all k, --~<k < +0% but (q)=X is defined to be zero for negative integral values of a. It follows that for each pair (i, ]) such that 1 <~ i <] <~ n we have the identity (x~) (q~,~ = ~ (-1)'q'('+W2(q) ~+~ x-'x;" xx~ ,~ x~ /,~ ~ (q) 
~+~,(q),~+~
where we have put ~ =-ki-i. Multiplying all these ~) identifies together and looking for the constant term shows that Andrews' conjecture is equivalent to (--l~l'<"r'nk"q ~l'~'¢4`'k"(k~'÷l) where the sum is over all K = (/q-i) e~g'. Dividing through by l'Ii-~i<i-~, (q)~+~ yields (z).
Combinatorial preibninaries
A partition p with m parts is a non-increasing sequence of m non-negative numbers. That is p : p(1) I>... ~ p(,,) I> 0. Unlike common usage [2] we allow zeros so what we call "a partition with m parts" can be trivially identified, by chopping the zeros, with what is known in common parlance as "a partition with at most m parts". The number of parts of a partition is denoted by #p and the sum of its elements by IPl. Thus, for example, #(332100)=6, #(32210)= 5, #(3321)=4, [3321001 = [332101 = [33211 = 9. The weight of a partition p is defined by weight(p) = qlpl. Thus weight(32110) = q7, weight(00000)= 1. Given any set ~ on whose elements there is a weight defined, we denote by weight(~) the sum of all the weights of the individual elements: weight(~t) =~'_,A~ weight(A). It is a known fact [11, 5.1.1 ex. 15 ] that the weight of the set of partitions with m parts is 1/(q),,. Given sets ~l,...,~tN if we define a weight on the product s~x. We will have occasion to consider creatures called partition matrices, which are matrices P = (l~j)~.j~, whose entries l~,j are partitions. The weight is defined by weight(P)=q**( ~ Ip, jl), where q ** x denotes qX. Given a numerical matrix (q)~i.j~, it is obvious that the weight of the set of partition matrices P = (l~i)~-~i~, having #l~i =qi is rl 1
i-ili-. (q)."
Another important combinatorial species is the word. A word in the alphabet {1,..., n} of type 1~2~... n ~-is any sequence containing exactly a~ l's, a22's,...,a,n's.
We will denote the set of words of type 1~... n~ by M (al,..., a,) . For example, the members of M(1, 2, 1) are {1223, 1232, 1322, 2123, 2132, 2213, 2231, 2312, 2321, 3122, 3212, 3221}. Every word W on n letters gives rise to (~) 2-lettered words (W~i)t.i<i.~,, where W~j is the word with the letters i and j, of type i",]~ obtained by retaining only the letters i and j. Exmaple. p:333222111; W= 122122112; the third place is a descent so p~--222222111; the next descent is the sixth place so p <---111111111 and since there are no more descents, q = 111111111.
The last notion which we are going to use is that of the tournament. A tournament on n players {1,..., n} is a skew-symmetric matrix (t~i)~i~i~,, ~i = ti~, such that ~i = i or ]. If tii = i we say "i beats ]" and if t~ i = j we say "j beats i". A tournament is called transitive if for 1 ~< i ~ j ~ k ~< n, "i beats ]" and "j beats k" implies "i beats k". Otherwise it is non-transitive. For example while t12=1 t13=3 t23 = 3 is transitive
There are altogether 2 (9 tournaments, n l of which are transitive. This is so because every transitive tournament defines a permutation as follows:
There is a player ¢r(1) who beat everybody else, a player ¢r(2) who beat everybody but Ir(1),... and finally a player or(n) who got beaten by all. Given a permutation ~r, we will denote by 0rii) the corresponding transitive tournament. A cycle in a non-transitive tournament is a sequence (il, i2,.-., ik) such that i~ beats i2, i2 beats i3,..., ik-I beats ik and ik beats i~. If there exists a single player who is contained in every cycle, he is called a spoiler for the tournament. Note that removing a spoiler from a tournament breaks all cycles and so makes it transitive. Of course, not every non-transitive tournament has a spoiler, and if it does then this element is not necessarily unique. For example, in t12=1 t13=3 t23 = 2 every element is a spoiler.
The score vector ¢,, = (wl,..., w,) for a tournament is a record of how many games each player wins:
NonTrans(n;~,;r) denotes the set of non-transitive tournaments with n players and score vector ~ and for which r is a spoiler.
We highly recommend that the reader look up C~ssel's paper [6] which inspired much of this work.
Tne combinatorial interpretation and ouUine of the proof
Let ~ = ~(ax,..., a.) be the set of partition matrices (Pij)a~i.i~. such that (i) ZT=a#pii =(n-1)a~ (i= 1,...,n), We define a weight on I~ as follows:
where K is the numerical matrix defined by P and f(K) is as defined in the Introduction. For example, the weight of the partition matrix given above is
For any given K e Y/" let ~K denote the subset of ~ having #Pij =a~ +/% for i~k j. By the remarks of Section 1:
Since ~ = U~c,~c~K it follows that weight(~)= 1.h.s. of (Z). In Section 3 we win introduce two sets cg=qd(al,...,a,,) and ~= (al,..., ah) which we will name the good guys and the bad guys respectively.
We will introduce appropriate weights on these sets and will prove
q['heorem 3. There is a weight preserving bijection between ~ and ~ LI ud.
From this it follows that weight(~)=weight(qJ)+weight(~). In Section 4 we will prove
In Section 5 we will prove TIh~rem 5. weight(G) = 0.
A proof of Andrews" q-Dyson conieca~e
Combining all these would yield 1.h.s. of (Z) = weight(~) = weight(ad) + weight(G) = r.h.s, of (Z) + 0 = r.h.s, of (Z). We shall begin by trying to motivate what separates the good guys from the bad guys. As we have seen in Section 2, the left-hand side of (Z) is the generating function for certain matrices of partitions. Scrutinizing the right-hand side of (Z) we see that a piece of it, namely rI 1
is also the generating function for certain matrices of partitions, specifically for upper triangular matrices
where Q~i is a partition_with a~ + aj parts and the weight of O is simply given by
This suggest that we want to transform matrices in ~ into the upper triangular matrices generated on the right-hand side. When we observe that for i~ ]:
#p~i +#pii = a~ +~j +o~ +kji -o~ +o~, it is natural to transform a matrix P of ~ by dropping the empty partitions on the diagonal and then for each pair (i, j), 1 <<-i<j <~ n, combining the parts of pii with those of pj~ to form 0ii. Thus Of course, under this transformation there are many different matrices P which give rise to the same 0. What we shall do is to accompany 0 with a code which tells us how to decompose ¢~ back to the appropriate P. Thi.~ code will be a word W~M (al,..., a~) which is read as follows: for each pair (i,j) , l<~i<]<~n and for each k, 1~< k ~< a~ + a~, the kth part of 0~i, namely 0 (.k) ,j, comes from the partition P~i ff and only if the kth letter of W~ i is i.
For the example given above, the word 1123231 is the code for decomposing 0 to get back P. For example, W23 = 2323; t~23 = 4210 and thus P23 = 41 while P32 = 20.
It should be obvious from the definition of the decomposition procedure that P can be decomposed from a Q using a code word only if P E ~r where K is the zero matrix (i.e. #P~i =a~ for all 1~< i~j<~n). As we shall see, this is not a sufficient condition. If P is in ~r, K the zero matrix, then we attempt to construct the code word W as follows:
Algo~m 3.1
Step 1. Initialize W to be the empty word, (Bii)= (Pii)-
Step 2. If any of the partitions, say Bij, i~: ], is empty, then all partitions in the ith row are empty. Delete the ith row and column.
Step 3. Define a tournament T= (~i)i~i by setting for i<]:
Step 4. If T is non-transitive, then STOP. The code word cannot be created.
Step 5. If T is transitive then it has a winner, say k. Replace W by Wk and delete the largest part from each partition in row k.
Step 6. If (B,j) consists only of empty partitions, then STOP. The code word has been found. Otherwise, return to Step 2.
It is important to observe here that because of the way the tournament is defined in Step 3, the matrix 0 is restricted by the code word W which accompanies it in the following manner: for 1 ~< i <j ~< n, if the kth letter of W~j is strictly larger than the (k+ 1)st letter, then 0}~ ) must be strictly larger than 0(k+l) Thus, in our example, W23 = 2323 and since the second part of 023 = 4210 lJ came from P32 and beat the third part which came from P23, it has to be strictly larger (as indeed it is: 2> 1). The conditions of Bijection M are thus satisfied and we can use it on each partition in 0. Our pair K is the zero matrix which implies that
and so the weight of P is
We are now prepared to define a good guy.
I~fmilion. Let q~ = ~d(a~,..., an) be the set of pairs (W; Q) where W is a word in M (al,..., a,,) and Q = (Qii)x~<i,~ is an upper triangular matrix of partitions satisfying #O~ =a~ + a i. The weight of an element in ~ is given by
The elements of ~ which do not correspond to good guys will be the bad guys. This includes all elements of @ for which K is not the zero matrix as well as those with K equal to the zero matrix which are interrupted at Step 4 of Algorithm 3.1. The following algorithm transforms our bad guys into a set of objects over which we can sum the weights, and has the desirable feature that if we start with an element of ~ which corresponds to a good guy, this algorithm produces the pair (W; O).
Adigo~tt~m 3.2
Step 1. [Initialize] Let W = empty word; 0 = (0ij) = upper triangular matrix of empty partitions; q = 0 for 1 ~< i <~ n; B = (B~j) = (p~i); ri~ = a~ +/q~.
Throughout this algorithm the parameters q and r~i will be related to W and B as follows:
W~M (cl,..., en) , #B,i = hiUntil we reach Step 5, the number of parts in 0~i will be c~ + q and r~j will equal a~ +/q.j -c~. Since for each i there is always some i ~ i such that/q-j ~< 0, and since rij >~ 0, the last equality implies that c~ is always less than or equal to a~.
Step 2. [Define tournament] We define a tournament S = (sii)~, j only on those values of i for which row i of the matrix B contains at least one non-empty partition. Let B~ ~ be the largest part of the partition B~i; if B~ i is empty then define B~ ) to be -o0. We define S by setting for i <j If S is non-transitive, go to Step 5. If S is transitive, continue with Step 3. An important observation at this point is that if s~j = i for any pair i ~ ], then B~ i is non-empty. To see why this is so, let us assume that sij = i and B~j is empty. It follows from the definition of s~ i that i is less than ] and Bj~ is also empty. Thus, o= r,~ = a, +~i-q, O= r~ =a~+~-q.
Summing these equalities and using the fact that/% =-ki~ yields O= which implies that a~ = ci, a~ = q since 0 ~< c~ ~< a~, 0 <~ q ~< % Since there is a non-empty partition in row i of B, there is an m such that kim > 0. Since
there is a p such that ~p < 0. But then #Bip = rip = a~ + kip -q = ~p < 0, a contradiction since no partition can have a strictly negative number of parts.
Step 3. We now increase ci by one and replace W by Wi. Note that the conditions at the end of Step 1 are still satisfied. We observe that if i is the winner B~t~ + kim cannot be strictly negative for if it were then by the definition of si,,, B,,,/ is empty which implies that O= k., = k-,.
which implies that B~t~ ) is strictly negative.
Step 4. [Do we have an element of (~?] If B contains any non-empty partitions, we return to Step 2. Otherwise, we have combined all the partitions of B into the partitions of 0 and coded this with W. It remains only to invoke Bijection M on each pair (Wij, Qij) as described above to yield an element (W, Q)e ~.
Step 5. Decrease ri~ by one.
Observe that we now have that,
where X(t~ i = i)= 0 if t~j does not exist.
Step 6. [Finalize element of N ] For each partition 0~i, the information on whether a given part came from P~i or Pii is encoded by the word W~it~i where W~j~j = W~j if t~i does not exist. As in the case of good guys, if the k th letter of
W~it~ i is strictly larger than the (k+l)st letter, then ..~ -~i~ . We apply Bijection M to each pair (Wi~i, Oii) to obtain (W~ti~, Q~i) satisfying
We have thus transformed our matrix P into a quadruple (W, T; Q, B) of a word, a non-transitive tournament and two matrices of partitions. We can recover our original matrix P because:
(i) the aq are known constants, (ii) the ca can be recovered from the fact that #Qii =ca +q +x(t~ exists), T non-transitive implies that n >~ 3, (iii) the ki~ can be found using the last relationship of Step 5:
(iv) W and T provide the code for reconstructing 0 and apportioning the parts in Q to recreate P.
A bad guy will be such a quadruple which corresponds to an element P E ~. Specifically, we make the following definition.
D~lh~ltioL Let ~ = ~(al,..., an) be the set of quadruples (W, T; Q, B) such that for some numbers cl,..., c~ with 0 ~< ca ~< a~ we have (i) W is word in M(cl,..., c~); (ii) T = (~j)i,,i is a non-transitive partial tournament on {1, 2,..., n} for which the incomplete vertices (those vertices i for which t~ i does not exist for some ]) lose all games and if both i and ] axe incomplete then t~ i does not exist. If W is non-empty then the last letter of W is a spoiler for T. (This follows from the fact that if W is non-empty, then T was formed by taking a transitive tournament and reversing some of the edges to the winner, the last letter of W.) The weight of a bad guy is the weight of the original P to which it corresponds which is easily checked to be weight(W, T; O, B)
We now make T into a complete tournament on {1,..., n} by defining t~i = j whenever i and j are incomplete vertices and i is less than j. Note that this does not change the weight of (W, T; Q, B) because if i or j is an incomplete vertex then k~j equals zero. Note that if a,,(,) is zero then F,,(ax,..., a,) equals F= (al,..., gt.,<,,),..., a,,) . If a,,(,) is not zero but a~ is zero for some i¢ ~r(n), then F.~ (al,..., a,) The sublemma is trivially true for n = 1. If it is true for n -1 it is true for the 'boundary' a's at n, that is, for (al,..., an) for which a~ = 0 for at least one i.
Enmentting the good
We claim that F,~ satisfy the following recurrences:
It F,~ (al, . . . , a~¢~ + 1,..., an) = ~, qrL='~¢~l~<'~t'~"'+%"'lF~,(a~,. . . , an) .
1=1
This is so because every WeM~ (al,...,a,~l~+l,...,a~¢,,~) ends with the letter ¢r(1) and writing W= W'~r(1) leaves us with W'eM~, (a~,..., an) for some l between 1 and n. Since Dividing both sides of (*) by c (~;a) .. q (q)~l+---+,~-x/((q)~l-x "(q)o~-l) we get that we have to prove
~,ts(~,).
(1 -q%") z= t
Now, for convenience, set x~ = q"-,,,, l = 1,..., n and note that E(m) = E(~r)= and for l ~> 3
We are left with the task of proving the purely algebraic identity
This will be proved by induction on n"
(1 -x2"'" X") • • " (1 -X")"
We can now go on to complete the proof of Lemma 4.1. Since F = ~s. F~ we must show that (q),.,+-.-+, = ~ q,(,,;,o (q),,~+---+--1 E(.,,.).
we must show that
(1-q"~+"'+~) = (1-qa,) .--(1-q"") ~ q~(=;a)E('rr).
Letting x~ = q¢,, i = 1,..., n, we are left with proving the purely algebraic identity. y. aOr) -rr,ES,, (1--X~-(2)""" Y~n'(n))""" (1-x=(,~)) " Proo[ o[ 4.1.2. If It(l) The theorem would be proven if we can show that the inner sum is always zero, that is, for every n; el,..., c, and score vector ff we must show
where ~w.r is the sum over all We M(Cl,..., c~) and non-transitive T with score vector ~ such that the last letter of W is a spoiler for T. If W is empty, then our sum is merely
where T does not have to have a spoiler. This sum is zero by the involution on non-transitive tournaments given in Gessel's paper [6] . We shall therefore assume that W is non-empty. We call the term in the sum on W and T term(W, T) and we see that where NonTmns(n;~,;cr (1)) is the set of non-transitive tournaments {1,..., n} with score vector ~ and spoiler 7r(1). But if Wel~(cl, . . ., c~) where ~rii is the transitive tournament corresponding to ~r:
Thus the above sum can be written
weS,, TeNonTrans(n)
• * qEa,~i<j,~" maj(Wii). WEM,,(cl ..... c.) Now by Sublemma 4.1.1 y~ q~,.,<,, m,j<~,~ = F~(C~,..., c~) WEM~(c~ ..... c,,) (q)~+...+~_l q~:~..,<,,..~,,w,,,, =~)
Substituting above we get that the sum is equal to (q),,+ ..+~-1
TeNon'l?rans(n)
where
Introducing the notation Yi =q" (i= 1,...,n) we are left with the task of proving the following purely algebraic identity. Proof. We shall use the fact that T is almost transitive, Write ~r = rlr' where r = ¢r(1) and ~r' is a permutation on {1,..., r-1, r+ 1,..., n} and let cr be the transitive tournament obtained from T by deleting r. The transitive tournament cr will also be identified with the permutation it defines. Let/.~T denote the number of players who beat r in tournament T, ~T=Y~=Ij~,x(t~ =]). We make the following observation: We shall also need the following observation. Here we take or to be a transitive tournament.
Observation 5.1.2. For every or E S. (1-yl)'-" (1-).)
Proof of 5.1.2. This is trivially true for n = 1. We shall proceed by induction using 5.1.1. with or' being the permutation obtained from or by deleting r = 7r(1). Note that since or is a permutation, L, or equals or-l(r)-1. Now sgn(or) ~ weightOr, or)= ~ IweightOr, or)l= (1-yt)""" (I-y.)
(1--Y~(1) " " • Y~(.))
We now combine the observations in order to simplify the sum which is to be shown to be zero. Recall that cr is T with its spoiler removed. (Iweight0r', cr)l (yl" " " 9,"" y,)yLa-
" " " Y~,(. We shall prove this by exhibiting an involution on all elements over which we are summing which preserves the absolute value of the weight and reverses the sign. We observe that since there is at least one cycle through r, we have bounds on LT:I~</.,T~<n-2. We first define the involution on the set of pairs (r, T), T eNonTram(n; @; r), which have weight and for which r beats cr(/_,T), Player u(/.~T) loses precisely L,T matches since he loses to u(1), ¢r(2),..., cr(/.,T-1) and to r. Therefore if we simply exchange the labels of players r and u(~T), so that u(L,T) now becomes the spoiler, we have not changed the score vector or the absolute value of the weight. But since co(L,T) now beats r we have changed the sign. The second involution is on the set of pairs (r, T), T ~ NonTrans(n; if; r), which have weight _(_l)Zl.,<,..x%=i)..r.r+t.
"'" Y~-(~-I)
Yr Yet(l) and for which co(/..T+ 1) beats r. Player co(L,T+ 1) loses precisely/_.T matches since he loses to co(l),..., co(L,T) but not to r. Therefore if we exchange the labels of players r and co(/_~T+ 1), so that co(L,T+ 1) now becomes the spoiler, we have not changed the score vector or the absolute value of the weight, but we have changed the sign. and be such that co(LrT) beats r. Note that L,T¢ 1 for if it were then co(l) beats r and r beats everyone else and so the tournament is transitive. For the same reason, there must be a j > L,T such that c0(j) beats r. We exchange the labels of players r and co(L,T) and reverse the arrow between these two players, so co(L,T) still beats r. If we let s = co(L,T) be the new spoiler, U be the new tournament and the transitive tournament obtained from U by deleting s, then LsU = L,T-1. Our new pair (s, U) has the same score vector as (r, T) and now s = co(L,T) beats I-(L~U+ 1)= I-(L,T)= r. The weight of (s, U) is 
